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PICTURESQUE WELLESLEY 
STORIES DATE FROM 1650 
- -+--
In the township of Wellesley, Mas-
sachusetts, is situated one of the "big 
five" Eastern women's colleges, but 
should that alone fail to secure the 
township an honored place in the an-
nals of the countryside in the days to 
come when Americans ha e ce~ed to 
flock to collegiate institutions to be 
educated, there is a mass of local tra-
dition which can be dug up to sub-
stantiate the region's claim to a large 
page in the history of picturesque New 
England. 
This body of tradition, unfortunately 
eclipsed at present by college tradition 
which, at best, can date back only to 
1875, is being preserved by many of the 
villagers, who feel just pride in the fact 
that they can tell the story of their 
locality from the time of John Eliot 
and his famous Indians in 1650 down 
to the present. 




On Eve of I ts Third Annual 
Congress, the N. S. F. A. 
Notes Progress 
COMING EVENTS 
Sr. Jose Vasconcelos, minister of 
education in Mexico during the Obre-
gon administration, will lecture on 
"Problemas contemporaneos de Mejico" 
on December 8, at 8 P. M. in 124 
Founders Hall. 
HAVE WE OUTGROWN OUR 
PRISON SYSTEM TODAY? 
- - +- -
Headlines in the papers, last Friday! 
Convicts in California, twelve hundred 
of them, some armed, revolted in a des-
perate attempt to escape. Seven men 
were killed after hours of fighting, but 
Sr. Vasconcelos is well known in the outbreak failed generally, and "ma-
No.10 
FRENCH DIPLOMAT 
WILL READ POEMS 
--+--
M. Claude!, Poet Ambassador, 
Is To Visit Wellesley 
Next Week Spanish-speaking countries and the chine guns and rifles were trained on 
- -+-- United States for his work in extending the windows and Boors behind which --+--
Now A MEMBER OF C I E the public school system in Mexico, waited the convicts, furious because WILL READ "MORCEAUX" 
• • · and adapting it better to the national , their plan to escape bad been frus- -- +-
---!:·-- needs, and particularly for his zeal in trated." M. Paul Ciaudel, the Ambassador 
One of the most interesting organi- providing· adequate facilities for train- Violence is to be deplored, certainly, from the French republic to the United 
zations to which the College Govern- ing the aboriginal races of Mexico. He yet reading this, one wonders whether States, is coming to Wellesley Tuesday, 
ment Association gives its support is has lectured and written extensively on the root of the trouble does not lie December 6, and will read some of his 
the National Student Federation of Spanish-American subjects. His most deeper than the frenzied scheming of own poems, chiefly from the volume 
America. This is an organization of recent works are La Raza C6smica and the ringleaders among these caged men. Morceaux Choisis, in Alumnae Hall at 
student groups throughout the United Indologia, which treat with courage and Is there something fundamentally at 4:30. Wellesley is the first American 
States, its present membership includ- originality fundamental questions of fault with our whole prison system? college, which M. Claude! has ever fa-
ing two hundred colleges and univer- Spanish-American life. Perhaps it still reeks of the evils of vored with a visit. 
sities whose enrollment total over 410,- an age before prison reform like Elisa- M. Claudel"s diplomatic career began 
000 students. Wellesley will be repre- An Intercommunity Church Service beth Fry and Gurney, had awakened in this country in New York, and was 
sented by its College Government will be held on Sunday evening, De- people to the horror of prison condi- continued almost immediately after-
President at the Third Annual Con- cember 4th, in Alumnae Hall. This tions. That was an age when insane wards in Boston. It is quite character-
gress of the Federation to be held from November meeting comes at this time people were whirled about in swivel istic of his life, that, although he 
December 15 to 18 at Lincoln, Nebraska. hecause of the unusual opportunity of chairs until they were senseless, and passed the French governmental com-
The general topic for consideration at having Dr. Pringle of England as the child labor was a ghastly blot on in- petitive examination for appointment 
the congress will be the part of the speaker. Dr. Pringle is the ex-Chair- dustry. Today, in what we call the in the diplomatic service, with the 
student in his community and as a man of the congregational Union of age of science, we have at least learned highest grades and thus had the choice 
that the insane are mentally sick, and of a career in the embassies, he chose 
we are fighting Child Labor. But have the less brilliant, harder, but more 
America grew out of the Intercollegiate Geology students, past and present, we applied science to prison reform? real work for a beginner, of the con-
England and Wales. citizen. 
The National Student Federation of 
World Court Congress which met at will be interested in the illustrated Last week there appeared an article sulates. After several appointments in 
Princeton University in December, 
1925. The students who gathered from 
all parts of the country for that con-
gress felt the need of a central, unify-
lecture of D. Jiri V. Danes on Karst in The Forum that deals with a rem- the Far East he went as consul-general 
Phenomena, to be held in the Geology nant of the worst sort of treatment to some of the central-European coun-
Lecture Room, Monday night. Dr. given prisoners in the "civilized" world tries. He was Minister to Brazil dur-
Danes, professor of geography at -treatment that horrifies the humane, ing the World War, which position was 
Charles University, Prague, is visiting but which actually exists in French followed by posts in Japan and Den-
ing organization of student groups in the United States and Canada as an of- Guiana. Owing to the perserverance mark. 
the United States. At the congress 
ficial lecturer under the Czech Ministry of a woman journalist, Blair Niles, His poetic output has been very 
held in December, 1926• at the Univer- of Education. He has made observations magazine and newspaper readers have large. Chief among his works are: 
sity of Michigan, the Federation was t t in Australia, various parts of Europe, recently had the facts presen ed o Five Great Odes; Leaves of Saints; and 
permanently organized with. the ratifi· Mexico. and the United states. The them in descriptions that are stirringly his latest work, Le Veilliard su.r le 
cat1on of its const~ ~ution. by the 1:' · · ·1 t · f t· 
subject of h1s lecture, dealmg with vivid. Mrs. N1 es wro e a senes o ar 1- Mont-Oni, inspired by bis life in Japan. 
colleges and universities represented l f th N y k T" I t · 
caves, sinkholes, and other peculiarities !:: es or e ew or tmes as sum- Of his dramas, the best known in this 
at the congress. The delegates were b d h · · F h t · h 
of limestone regions ; is one of the most mer ase on er expenences m renc coun ry is T e Tidings Brought to 
chosen by their Student Councils as G · d h d d fascinating studies in the geologic field. mana an once more as pro uce Mary; but there are others of equal 
representative of their student bodies, an article that is a graphic and mov- depth and potency. 
and were in most cases either the presi- On Friday, December 2, Miss Helen ing sketch-bitter in its truth. According to Mlle. Marguerite Mes-
dent or another member of the Council, D. Pigeon will speak on "The Work Every year a convict ship with 700 poulet, "If the works of such a master 
or the editor of the ·college paper. of a Policewoman." This is the sec- men sails to French Guiana where "for may be characterized in a few words, 
Those Wellesley students who were at ond of the Vocational Lectures, and every sentence up to eight years the let us say they are great as cathedral 
college last year must realize that Wel- presents a new and interesting aspect convict mus~ serve an equal term as architecture is great, which has God 
lesley has a peculiar interest in the of social work. There is widespread in- exile in Guiana, and for every sentence as its basis and center and altar. The 
N. S. F. A. Dorothy Mason, the Presi- terest in the subject, and Lady As.tor of eight years and over, exile for life main passion in them is a thirst for 
dent of C~llege Government of last heads "The International Association follows." The tentacles of the octo- God, and their chief occupation, a com-
year, represented Wellesley at both of of Policewomen" in which are repre- pus which is the penitentiary system munion with God, and they are filled 
the first two congresses and served as sented many of the European countries (Continued on Page 3, Column 1) with the joy and happiness of God." 
(Continued on Page 2, Column 1). 
----+----
Competition For Original 
Plays Being Held by Barn 
--+--
as well as the United States. The lee- Mademoiselle Mespoulet also wishes 
ture will be at 4:40 P . M. in Room 124, + to prepare the college for a speaker un-
Founders Hall. "Revue Hispanique" Prints like any they have heard, a man neith-
er used to students, nor the oratory of 
Paper by Professor Moffett a political life; but one whose inner 
greatness is expressed in a life of good 
The members of the Chemistry De-
--+-- will and good works. · 
Barnswallows is sponsoring an Origi-
nal One-Act Play Competition, for In 1700, the old house which was re-
which manuscripts must be in by 
Lake Waban, for instance, is a com-
paratively recent name for the lake on 
which the college girls paddle, bliss-
fully unaware of the Indians who once 
glided across its waters in their stealthy 
canoes. In fact, the lake was not 
known by the name of Waban until the 
time of the Civil War. 
partment will give the next Vocational 
Lecture which comes on Monday, De-
cember 5. They will explain "Occupa-
tions to which the Study of Chemistry 
may Lead." The lecture will be given 
at 4:40 P. M. in the Chemistry Build-
The current number of the Revue 
Hispanique, published in Paris, contains 
an article by Associate Professor Edna 
V. Moffett, of the Department of 
----+~--~ 
Mlle. Mespoulet Is Honored 
placed by the present homestead just 
off Washington Street was Bullard Saturday, March 3rd. Barn offers a ing_ Tea will be served there at 4:15 
prize of $25.00 to the winner and re- and all who are interested are invited House, and with it, the entire region, 
serves the right to use in its pro- to come. lake, brook and everything, went under 
the name of Bullard. Later, the lake ductions any others which are suitable. As further inducement to budding play- It seems that the College is at last 
became Saw-Mill Pond and the brook, k · t th f t th t w ll l wrights, their plays may be used by awa emng o e ac a e es ey 
Mill Brook. Cunningham's Pond was · Collebae has an orchestra . Questions 
History, Wellesley College: "A Grant 
of Spanish Mining Rights in 1521." 
This is a study made by Miss Moffett 
during a visit to Spain in 1926, and is 
of especial interest to Wellesley Col-
lege because it deals with an old docu-
ment contained in the treasure room 
of our library. To this valuable docu-
ment is affixed the signature of the 
Emperor Charles V, made on March 6, 
1521 , at Worms,-whither the Emper-
or had gone to preside over the famous 
Diet before which, a few days later, 
Mart in Luther was to appear. 
their classes in the Sprmg Informals 
still another designation after decades from all sides indicat e the interest of which this year will probably take the 
of picturesque early American history the students i·n the concert wh1"ch is to 
had elapsed. form of a competition among the four 
classes. come off tomorrow evening at 8 :00 
The name Waban, given to the lake ' 1 k If h t· k t ld th In its efforts to become gradually o c oc - enoug ic e s are so e 
at the close of the Civil War, harks concert will be held 1·n Alumnae Hall , more and more of a theatre workshop, 
back to the earliest known tradition. whi"ch 1·s simpl" an 1-ndi·cat1·0 n of the a.s-rather than merely an organization for ~ John Eliot, pastor of the Congrega- · t· f th· h t F ·t 
entertainment, Barnswallows has this pira 10ns o is new ore es ra. or i 
<Continued on Page 3, Column 3) i·s true tha.t the B1·111·ngs stage i's too year made several innovations in its 
scheme of production. While they have small to hold the players since the ----+----
Phi Beta Kappa Prize 
The grant by "Don Carlos, by divine 
not been radical, they have been steps orchestra has grown so tremendously. clemency Emperor ever august," is 
taken in the right direction , and it is Five or more wind instrument players made to Don Francisco Sotomayor, 
- - +-- Count of Belalcacar, and gives the right 
The Sophomore Prize for the best to be hoped have been understood and are being imported from Boston for to mine, under certain specified con-
record in scholarship, annually awarded 
by the Eta of the Massachusetts Chap-
ter of Phi Beta Kappa, has been given 
this year to Jean Trepp, 1929. 
BARN 
COMPETITION FOR 
ORIGINAL ONE-ACT PLAYS 
ENDS SATURDAY, 
MARCH 3 
approved by the college. This play the great occasion_ And the soloist, ditions , "gold and silver and lead and 
competition is not a new development, a pianist, Harriet Nash, is a freshman 
tin and copper and la.pis lazuli and but it, too, is in line with the effort and really remarkable. She is playing quicksilver and vermilion and alum and 
to make Barnswallows a workshop for a Grieg Concerto with the orchestra. verdigris and other metals." 
all modes of the drama. Consequently Of course, you have heard of Mr. Hoff- Professor Moffett has verified the 
the association hopes that a large man, the famous Pops concert master, genuineness of the document by studies 
number of girls will find time to col- director of the Harvard Alumnae or- in the archives in the University of 
lect their fioating ideas into a manu- chestra and others in Boston. He has Madrid , and has made a valuable series 
script, and present it within the next even conducted the Boston Symphony of historical notes concerning persons, 
three months for criticism and judg- Orchestra proper and he has been places, and events connected with the 
ment, and we hope, for production. (Continued on Page 5, Col. 5) grant. 
--+--
On Thursday, December 1st, Mademoi-
selle Mespoulet, Associate Professor of 
French and Vice-President of the In-
ternational Federation of University 
Women, will be initiated into Phi Beta 
Kappa a t Columbia University. Miss 
Gildersleeve, Dean of Barnard College, 
will read the ritual. Miss Candace 
Stimson, Alumna and Trustee of Wel-
lesley College, acting for the French 
Department of Wellesley, will make 
the presentation of the key. Mademoi-
selle Mespoulet will read an as yet 
unpublished artic,le on the modern 
French poet, Charles Ferdinand Ramuz. 
FACULTY-STUDENT 
SUPPER 
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 7, 
5.30 P. M. 
At AGORA 




STUDENT FEDERATION GIVES 
EDUCATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
- -+- -
Th~ Curriculum Committee of the 
, fat ional Student Federa tion of Ameri-
ca lr s asked college and University li-
brur· es to c:>0perate wit h them in pre-
sentin',. to students a bibliography pre-
pared by the Committee with the pur-
pose of enc:mraging reading about the 
educat ional methods and aims of the 
colleges. Th e Committee's letter says 
of the bibliography : "The curriculum 
committee of the Nationa l Student Fed-
eration of America wants to encour age 
college students to ponder the aims of 
college education, and to consider some 
of the problems now confron ting edu -
cat ion . . ... The books listed, we 
t hink , will lead students to think a bout 
the meaning and problems of educa-
t ion and will inform them regarding 
the new movements and methods un-
der discussion in educational circles." 
Th e library is glad to cooperate with 
the Student Federation, and has or-
dered th ose books and pamphlets men-
tioned on th e list wh ich a re not al-
ready in th e library. Those which are 
a lready here will be placed on a shelf 
in the Delivery Room to t he left of 
the door leading into th e English Lit-
erature Room, and oth ers will be added 
as received. ·These may be consulted 
in the library or taken ou t fo r a week. 





(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2) 
--+--
New England representative on the first 
Execut ive Committee. 
During th e two brief years of its 
existence the Federation has been ac-
tive in the th ree t hings wh ich it 
purposes to do. It wishes "to achieve 
student coopera tion in the United 
States in considering questions that 
affect student interests ; to develop in-
telligent student opinion on questions 
of national and internat ional import -
ance; to foster understanding among 
the student of the world in the further-
ance of an enduring peace." Toward 
this end the Federa tion has organized 
with a representative group of student 
groups in the United States. Its con-
gress provides open forum for the dis-
cussion of student problems an d pre-
sents as speakers recognized leaders 
in a ll fields. Last year the principal 
speakers were Dr. Stephen P . Duggan, 
Director of the Institute of Interna-
t ional Education, Dr. Alexander 
Meiklejohn of the University of Wis-
consin, and President Henry Noble 
MacCracken of Vassar College. It acts 
as a permanent link between the stu-
den ts of the Unit ed States through its 
s tanding committees, such as th e 
Curriculum Committee a nd the Speak-
ers Bureau, and through its press serv-
ice which informs mem bers of colleges 
n ot only of t he work of th e Federat ion 
but also of matters pertaining to their 
'individual problems. 
One of the most importan t ac tivities 
of the Federation during the past year 
11as b een the work toward fost ering 
1.mderstanding amon g· the students of 
:The world . Its Travel Committee has 
ponsored trips to Europe so th a t over 
five hundred American students each 
summer can benefit from studying and 
visiting in Europe with the help of 
foreign students. Last summer th e 
N. s. F. A. sent abou t one h undred 
·delegates to the annual congress of the 
International Confederation of Stu-
dents, known as the C. I. E., which met 
in Rome. At this congress the National 
Student Federat ion of Amer ica was 
admitted to full membership in the 
c . I. E. This will give a very valuable 
contact for American studen ts, and it 
is extremely important th at the Nation-
a l Student organization in this countr y 
:should be admitted into the Interna-
tional Student Movement of Eu rope. 
We are looking forward with a great 
deal of interest to the Third Annual 
Congress of the N. S . F . A. because in 
t he sh ort years of its existence it has 
been able to do so much and because of 
t he potentialities which it . h as . We 
a re eager to support it in any way in 
which Wellesley may aid in furthering 
the purposes of the Nat ional S tudent I 
F ederation of Am r ica. 
M artha B i ehle . 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS 
LAST DAY OF 
A. K. X. BAZAAR 
ENGRAVED STATIONERY 
.\ .\lark o l' Ul~ ti11ction 
Die i >. Yo 11 1·s fo1· R~pent Orden; 
. \11 .r Co lor or t.,·lt· H esirncl. tatione ry of 
Yo ur Own (;hoke, i f W<' l<'urn ish a t ddi-
t io nu l Co~ t. X m 1ts O r tl ••rs '.rhree D:~ys in 
/\d Y>u1ce. S]lecht l l' ri c <' r er Quire an.cl 
Hie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 75c 
R. & ,J . E~ U:RAVU•G CO. , W tttert ow11, M o.ss. 
::\ . l'I. 0786- J 
The B. L. KARTT Cleansing Service 
will restore to your wearing ap-
parel or household fabrics the a t · 
tractiveness which decided t heir 
purchase. 
And your garments whose charm 
seems to have faded forever, can 
be dyed a refreshing color w hich 
will renew their usefulness. 
PROMPT CALL AND DELIVERY 
Tel. Wei. 0217- M 
B. L. KARTT, Tailor and Cleanser 
Welles ley Sq., Opp. Pos t Office 
PEACOCK SHOP 
Exquisite Footwear 
7 West 42nd St. at 5th Ave. 
ANNOUNCING 
An Exhibition of NEW and EXCLUSIVE FOOTWEAR 




1st and 2nd 
Non· 
Breakable 
-and the smoothest writer 
you ha'Ye e-ve·r used! 
Sure ! You 'll pay $5for thejunior 
orLadysiz~, or$7fortheBigOver­
size b:it you've GOT something! 
You've got a NON-BREAK-
ABLE. T .1a t saves money. And 
you've got P:(ESSURELESS 
TOUCH. T hat s avestiringyour-
self out w ritin g themes and tak-
ing notes. 
W e 've thrown these new 
Duofolds from the roof of a sky-
scraper , from a n a eroplane 3,000 
feet a loft, a n d from t he rim of the 
Grand Canyon, and n ot one has 
broken. 
Yet it 's 2 8 % Jigh terthanwhen 
made with rubber ! And it w rites 
immediately , and keeps on writ-
ing, with m erely t h e p r essure of 
its ow n ligh t w eight-you simply 
guide i t. It clears the t rack for 
THIN KING. 
" An d it's a satisfaction, t oo, to 
pull a g ood one " w hen you 
write or lend . 
That ' s another thing : 14 K 
Gold pen pojnts w ith iridium t ips 
(choice of s ix styles) to suit your 
hand exactly but so temp e r ed 
that your s moothest- talking, 
roughest frier..d couldn't distort 
it out of shape for you. 
H ale and hearty c o lors -
Lacquer-Red, M andarin Yellow 
(new), Lapis L azuli B lue, Gr een 
J ade and fl ashing Black a n d 
Gold- all black-upped. 
35 years of experience, 47 im-
provemen ts, 32 pen patents - all 
have been incorporated in th~s 




O ve r-size $7 
" Geo. S . Park er -DUOFOLD" 
O ne cauti o n : See where 
the pen points? Do a little 
detective work. L0ok for 
that imprint on the barrel 
of each p e n. Th ere for 
your protection , the deal~ 
er's and our own . 







The ro y fluff of ilk and lace you like 
to give and delight to receive. Lovely 
to see, to touch and to wear. A special 
shipment at very moderate pr ices. 
RAYON NIGHTGOWNS $3 
In p ink onl y . soft ilk y 
q ua lity , cut full and cha rming -
ly de ig ned. iz · 15, 16 and 
17. 
CREPE-DE-CHINE NIGHTGOWN S $5 
_ ome w it h deep lace in ert , 
lavi hly b ut ta tefully used. 
om e t ail ored and emb roid-
er ed. S izes 15, 16 and 17. 
CREPE-DE-CHINE BLOOMERS $3 
Beaut ifu l qu a lity sil k w it h 
deep inse rt of lace. lso p lain 
t a ilored. Cut full , in small, 
m edium a nd large s izes . 
CREPE-DE-CHINE CHEMISES $3 
b it o f t in ted m i t a nd ivor y 
lace. I n er t · of lace, and 
edging o f la ce. ize s 36-42. 
BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS $3 
·ing contra st ing col rs of 
broadc loth and pa inted w ith 
darl ing Orie ntal, co llege or 
D u tch g irl h ea ds. ize 15. 
16 a nd 17. 
SA TEEN PAJAMAS $5 
DR. STANLEY E. HALL 
DENTIST 
3-1 iece et ·with ja cke t o f 
t he sam e fi g u r ed ateen which 
borders the black pajama top 
a nd tro us · r s. ize 15, 16 and 
] 7. 
full-fashioned, all-silk 
CHIFFON HOSIERY, $1.50 
Another ChristJnas "special." 
In new smart colors. 
WABAN GUEST HOUSE 
1 WABAN STREET. 
Waban Block Wellesley Sq. 
Open for Students' Guests. 
Week End Parties 
CalJ Wellesley 0449-R Tel. Wel. 0566 
WABAN LODGE 
Large Pleasant Rooms for 
sients or Permanent Guests at 
T .... 1 Dr. F. Wilbur ~ottley, M.A. 
I Dentist 
11 W ABAN STREET 
Breakfasts served if desired 
T e1~phone 0218-W 
Dr. Dwight R. Clement 
Dentist 
MISS MARGUERITE RUTHE 
DENTAL HYGIENIST 
Tll F. WA l~A::\ W ELL ESL E Y , U SS. 
TPI . W1·l. OGOi - \ V 
CORKUM 
For Christmas Gifts 
Artists' Tubes, Oil and Water 
Colors, Artists' Brushes 
Electrical Appliances 
Waffle Irons Percolators Grills 
COME TO CHRISTMAS SALE 
Associate Handcraft Industries 
for the Disabled 
WELLESLEY DISPLAY SHOP 
Thursday and Friday, 
Dec. 1 and 2 
Taylor Block Wellesley Square 
Tel. 1268-W-Res. 0529 
PLEASANT ROOMS 
available for Guests 
MRS. JOHN MILNE 
12 ABBOTT STREET 
Tel. Wei. 1157-M 
FLAGG 
Christmas Cards 




Elastic Step-ins and Girdles 
Lace and Glove Silk Bandeaux 
for Evening Wear 
Dainty Underwear Sets 
Init ialed Neglig-ee Garters 
IVY CORSET SHOP 
8 Church Stree t , Wellesley 
BOSTON W O R CESTER NEW BE DFORD 
WIL A .'S FOOTWEA 
Now permanently sold a t $6 WtlbarS $6 
All styles Wellesley Shop 
All st y les 
J AMES E. LEE, M gr. 
Waban Building Wellesley 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS 3 
SENATOR WALSH SAYS AMERICA thirty and in the evening rice with the dissatisfied with the position imposed 
~ ater it was boiled in . Many of the on them by the white man. They are 
NEEDS POLITICAL LIBERALISM convicts cannot survive this when it is breaking away from his domination 
--+- - coupled with work under the tropical and becoming independent. Wherever 
Senator Walsh honored Wellesley by un , and soon another official card is this change is taking place- in Africa , 
speaking before its Liberal Club Mon- marked DCD, the French abbreviation in India, in the Philippines-it is the 
day night, November 21. As a son of for "deceased" and "another convict students who are at the head of the 
Massachusetts who definitely favors is thrown to the sharks." mo ement. It is they who are looking 
Jiberali m Mr. Walsh seemed doubly He who manages to exist "has lost forwa rd to freedom and equality. To 
uited to be the first of the Liberal everything but his tortured physical I the tudent gene.ration of all races is 
Club speakel'S on current affairs. body and his troubled spirit. He has given the respons1b1hty of choosmg and 
Mr. Walsh ba ed his interesting in- 1 st the right to send or receive a let- maintaining ideals. 
formal talk on the meaning of liberal- ter that has not been read by some The Christian Student Movement in 
ism. In America n politics a liberal is emplo~·ee of the Administration and Europe has been tremendously active 
an independent person uncontrolled by he suspects that much ends in the since the \Illar. In Russia this move-
prejudice and interested chiefly in the wastebasket." He is not even allowed m nt is entirely supervised by the Com-
mas es. All liberals rally around the t:J grow a beard or a mustache and munists, and limited by the present 
question of economics which h as a l- must, of course, dress in prison clothes. r egime. It is a scientific scheme which 
wa~ been of major importance in life Mrs. Niles writes "a laugh or song are has set about to raise standards and 
a s well as politics. Everywhere today as ra.re there as a meteor across the li ft moralities. In Austria and Hun-
a . com petitive spirit of greed for money sky" and again "so faint, so uncertain is gary the movement is the only agency 
i causing trouble. Mr. Walsh con- his contact with the outside world that of reconciliation between embittered 
siders one of the most serious tasks of h e wonders which it is that has died- peoples. In Germany the movement 
the government to be that of checking himself or th e world." has been largely concerned with the re-
the greed and power of combined in- Mrs. Niles also visited Devil 's Island construction of student life and living 
ter st o er unorganized individuals. where Dreyfus, with a clean conscience, I conditions. The movement in Italy is 
Here ent ers the liberal with his theory suffered th e miseries of exile and when' ra~her strictly re~resse.d , indeed cre-
of protection for the average American nineteen political prisoners now chafe ative expression m this country has 
citiz n again t exploitation. under the dead monotony or lead been lacking for the past four years. 
Thi protection becomes very neces- listless lives of hopelessness. For po- Here in America we have expe~ienced 
a.ry a the greater part of American lit ical prisoners are not forced to labor no great crisis such as gave birth to 
wealth is. combined. Of the several but "they are prisoners of th e s tate, I these movements in Europe. We are 
advantages in pooling resources the whose Government asks only their per - I not fully aware of the problems that 
first i in cuttin g down overhead costs, petual exile and is not interested in J confron t our generation . 
prevent some of this profiteering, Pub- her article printed in the December 
thus making the profits larger . To how they spend their t ime." Still in [ - --+- -- I 
lie Service Commissions have been es- Forum Mrs. Niles has shown how hope PICTURESQUE WELLESLEY 
tablished. Another evil result of com- breeds stron gest in those who might STORIES DATE FROM 1650 
bined interests is speculation whereby well be the most hopeless. The one --+--
't J · · fi t d d t' ets <Continued from Page 1, Col. 1) cap1 a is m a e an corrup ion s thought is of escape; hardships of the 
in. This corruption clearly shows when jungle and treachery of the seas a re no , tional Church in R~xbury in 1650, and wealthy groups gain political inftuence obstacles, and he is most gallant and 
b b 'b h o opol1'es contr·ol · famed in story -books for translating v n ery w en m n glorious whose struggle for freedom 1s 
the new papers. t he most desperate. the Bible into the Indian t ongue and 
Senator Walsh pointed out the very In the convict system pictured by Christianizing large numbers of the 
great danger in standardising public Mrs. Niles , the worst phases of a ny Natick Indians, built a mill on the lake 
opinion by the combining of the coun- prison life are, of course, shown. But and tra ined his Indians to run it for . 
try's press. when outbreaks occur such as the one 
Two questions certain to come up be- last week within our own borders, it 
fore the Senate were then outlined by behooves us to consider well the causes 
Mr. Wa.Jsh. The first concerns the eligi- that provoke such a riot. A small 
bilit of two men who spent over a amount of introspection may often Eliot use the Indian "waban" in speak-
million dollars apiece on their elections. shatter hard and fast notions or ac-
t} ing of the Holy Spirit, and was imme-
him. A certain Indian of the district 
bore the na.me Waban, which is trans-
lated "wind." One Sunday he heard 
The second question will be on 1e cepted systems which stand in vir tue 
modification of taxes. Most of th e prop- of unthinking tradition. diately converted. Because he became 
---- +·- --- one of Eliot's most devoted pupils, Mr. 
New Homes to Visit ! 
New Friends to Meet ! 
-and for the Christmas ·Holidays 




' Perfectl darling"---exclamations 
which greet this type of frock 
(s ketched). And just the thing to 
"~ear at Ch ristma festivities-vi-
vac ity in the s,, irl of layer upon layer 
of cri. p tulle- youthful grace in 
ti ght bodice of shoe black cire satin. 
neven hemline dipping at back, 
with ide-back hipline bow of the 
bodice atin. Mi ses, 59.50 
The METAL Wrap 
the smart complement to this 
s a on 's evenin g frock. Vivid, ar-
re ting col r in wrap of metal 
brocad e with ~hawl collar, cuffs of 
white or brown fur. 125.00 
The Rhinestone Handbag 
For Evening 
Glittering effects in bags of solid 
rhinestones; or rhinestones combined 
with " pearls. " 10.75 to 16.75 
FISHNET Stockings 
With crold or silver slippers, there's 
nothing lovelier than the lacey fish-
net. Of jacquard weave especially 
serviceable, too. 3.95 
SLATTERY WELLESLEY SHOP 
10-12 CHURCH STREET 
BROOKLINE BOSTON aganda for reduction has come from 
wealthy combines, who are also asking 
for a higher tariff. A high tariff would 
mean lack of competition and greater 
profit. In taxation the liberal stands 
for the rights of the average man. 
Then in an amusing story-telling man-
ner, the Senator briefly and clearly set 
forth the facts of the Teapot Dome 
case. With a campaign spirit Mr. 
Walsh closed with a demand for more 
American liberals, courageous and in-
d pendent, both socia lly and politically. 
STUDENT LtADERS IN RACIAL Dur.ant and Mr. Hunnewell named th !!IE:==::=:i !!IE:=:=:=:i !!I E====im •E====iB 
Jake for him. ~· ~ 
----+----
HAVE WE OUT-GROWN 
OUR PRISON SYSTEM TODAY? 
--+--
(Continued from Page 1, Column 4) 
--+--
reach out in many directions. They 
include those three famous islands off 
the coast which are called "Iles du Salut, 
Devil's Island, the Ile Royal and Ile 
St. Joseph." 
St. Laurent is the town which is the 
nucleus of th e "La nd of the Dry Guillo-
t ine. ' Here the convict ship lands its 
cargo of men, a ll of them turned low 
on the wheel of fortune , and here they 
"pour out of the barred cages in th e 
ship's hold like gray rats in th e thick 
woolen uniform of French prisons." 
Many races are represented , for th e 
criminals come from all colonies; An-
nanites Chinese from French Indo-
china, negroes from Madagascar, 
Arabs from North Africa and perhaps 
a Belgian. German or Briton "caught 
omehow in the web of the French 
Convict system." They have brought 
this fate up:Jn themselves by as varied 
a category of crime. 
It is a fate that seems too cruel for 
credence. In the grim penitentiary 
planted in the heart of the tropics, 
\Vhere nature is most lavish but most 
exhausting for men, life becomes a 
routine of work and of "being counted 
and searched, searched and counted 
aga in." There are no public rooms, 
no chapels, no dining rooms, no sani-
tation , but most criminal on the part 
of the Administration is the lack of 
sufficient food. The men spend their 
spare minutes in contriving to add to 
their wickedly meagre prison rations. 
Coffee in the morning at five-thirty , 
a slab of bread and a chunk of meat 
with the water it was cooked in at ten-
AND NATION WIDE MOVEMENTS 
--+--
The greatest shortcoming of the stu-
It is an established fact that volun- m
1 
\llllelleslen <Puest Mouse wrii 
teers went to every war since 1700 from l!J ~ l!J 
dent group as a whole is that it under-
estimates its importance. Mr. S tanley 
High who spoke at a C. A. Meeting in 
Severance Hall on Sunday, November 
27 , h as come in contact with students 
in many parts of the world and has 
formed this opinion. He pointed out 
tha.t many of the great people of His-
tory accomplished things while they 
were yet members of the younger gen-
eration. Alexander had conquered the 
world at 26, J eanne d 'Arc led the armies 
of France when she was 17, Columbus 
laid his plans while still a young man, 
J esus did His great work when He was 
30. 
The non-white races are becoming 
BO TO~ 
C HRISTMAS is ready for 
you here! In the 
Room of Gifts, 
Jd Floor, are 
choice articles 
personally se-
lected abroad, all 
priced so moder-
ately, from the 
trifle to the more 
elaborate gift. 
TDll'LE l'LACE ELEY EX 
th e old Bullard House, and later from 
th e Homestead. Mr. Charles F. Smith, 
first cousin to Mr. Durant, and now a 
loyal resident of Wellesley, likes to 
tell of the bravery in battle of these 
men of good old New England stock. 
Incidentally, the last to go to war from 
the old house was his own son, who 
fought in the Spanish-American War. 
" Cross '' 
Card Table 
$12.50 
- light in weight, yet stands 
firmly. Black crossbar effect 
moire top , with black or red 
enamelled wood frame, gold 
band decoration. 
Others from $8.50 to $25.50 
The World's Greatest leather Stores 
Boston, 145 Tremont St. , near Temple PL 
N elV Y ork, 404 Fifth Ave .. 175 BPoadlVay. 
D ealers Through out The W orld 
Ube JBiue !Dragon 
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS. 
11.10 A. M. to 7.341 P. M. Sunday, 5.30 to 7.30 P. M. 
Tel. W ellealey 1089 
~ 9 Abbott Street ~ w W 11 I 0968 MRS. MARY B. HUGHES, Hoateu !!I e esey ~ 
!!I For your overnight and ' eek-end guests . ~ ~ By appoin tment- Breakfast Parties, Luncheons, Teas and ill ill Dinner Partie ffi 
~ Meet your friends here for Bridge and Tea afterwards ~ 
or::==:=:==i or:=::=:=:::::::1 !!I !!I r:=::=:=:==:is 
JERSEY DRESSES 
$15.75 
1-:xt' e llent Ctu11 lit~·-'.l'wo-to11ed ·..:;n·~t 
Let l ' s ('ome nnd : ' h ow You Sam1>les 
UROW~rt<.:, ~ l'OR,T DRESSES 
71 Hi.ghhuul Ttoatl , Hrt.HJ·kline 
Rt-gent, 1380 or Wlrwhestel' 0067-W 




Christmas Wrapping Paper 
57 Central Street 
AT WELLESLEY INN 
"When dreary without 
Tis cheery within" 
Lamson & Hubbard 




Lamson & Hubbard 
Boylston and Arlington Streets 
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CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
--+--
the seniors are entirely responsible 
for the maintenance of discipline. 
But I believe that government by 
the administration is advisable.' " 
Nothing is so good that it cannot be 
improved. Though we are proud of 
Wellesley, we must not overlook her 
weaknesses-indeed, we must not, be- The abrupt manner in which this is 
cause we are proud of her and want presented startles us, but the more we 
her to advance even more. It is com- consider this answer as a challenge to 
Student Government, the more we feel 
mon knowledge about campus that it carries weight. Our own orrraniza-
perhaps our greatest failing here is 0 tion has moved toward relieving as 
lack of public opinion. Indifference to many people as possible from active 
college questions will never bring and time-taking participation. One 
progress; the expression of student prevalent attitude is that Student Gov-
opinion upon a subject is an essential ernment is a n ecessary piece of me-
preliminary to any action taken. chanical work. Let it be done with as 
Criticism, welcomed by every organ- little expenditure of time and energy 
ization in the college, should arouse as will still result in efficiency. And 
public opinion, and, above all, it should the answer to "who shall do it? " Oh, 
be constructive. It was to emphasize there are always enough people really 
this fact that College Government last interested to wish to take the time. 
week called a meeting of its officers, at Yet ultimately Student Government 
which both Miss Knapp and Miss administers the policy of the college 
Biehle urged the need of opinion and and not the laws of the Student Body. 
positive suggestion. We want to see Which is as it should be, for no col-
various changes in Wellesley perhaps- leg·e is a public institut ion but a pri-
then let us say so, and also tell how vate one in the hands of trustees to 
and why we should like the changes care for as they see best. But this 
effected. After we have discussed a administration is a mechanical affair. 
question with our friends , as we all do, Why should it fall on the shoulders of 
we might very profitably go further the students? We do not suggest fac -
and t ry to find a solution for the ulty administrat ion because it is no 
difficulty and then express our views more up to them to carry out the ap-
in a way to call the attention of the plication of standards, than to the stu-
college at large to the question. How dents and would probably be less wel-
can we reach other students than our come, besides endangering the college 
friends?-through the Free Press Col- of a boarding school spirit. 
Perhaps if there really are a few peo-
ple who find a worth while interest in umn, for instance, or the Heretics' Board. Let us bestir ourselves and 
"put through" improvements in our the administration of government, Wel-
college system. lesley has found a solution in cutting 
down the numbers of its officers to the 
In advocating some change in affairs, minimum. 
however, we must consider whether it 
Free P ress Column 
All contributions for this column 
must be signed with the full name 
of the author. Initials or numerals 
will be used if the writer so desires. 
scrap and spat and pull each other's TWO OF MR. THOMP SON'S WORKS 
hair, they will have to learn to do so ARE HONORED BY P ER FORMANCE 
in accordance with the lofty traditions 
of our college, and they will have to Mr. Randall Thompson of the Music 
show greater reverence for the ancient Department and his compositions have 
law of hospitality. It is an established been recently honored in several ways. 
tradition that after May Day of their On November 22, his tone poem, The 
junior year a class is to have perma- Piper at the Gates of Dawn, was per-
nent and undisputed possession of its formed by the Rochester Philharmonic 
banner. In accordance with this cus- Orchestra under the direction of How-
tom the senior banner lay all fall in 
the room of the president of the class, 
quite unprotected and open to any 
marauder who might decide to appro-
priate it. 
It seems unfortunate that, if the 
juniors must go through this ridiculous 
and unsportsmanlike performance of 
stealing the banner, they could not 
have taken it then, instead of adding 
insult to injury by violating a senior's 
hospitality. Now they are trying to 
arouse enthusiasm over a college 
treasure hunt with the banner as the 
prize. Strange to say, response is lack-
ing. We think that it would be far 
more fitting for the juniors to return 
the banner with the apology that does 
seem due. 1930. 
----+----
AU NT DINAH 
--+--
To the Wellesley College News : 
Christmas has started at the Thrift 
Shop this year with the parking of the 
barrels for Aunt Dinah, a long estab-
lished custom at Wellesley. Clothing, 
toys, and other luxuries were included 
in the list of articles sent, and the 
barrels were expressed so that they 
will reach their destination by Decem-
ber 25. This is the first year that the 
Thrift Shop has handled this venture 
of supplying the charities to which 
Wellesley College lends its support, but 
with the continued co-operation of the 
students in contributions and interest, 
the organization hopes to efficiently 




SOCIETIES HA VE WIDE RANGE 
IN SUBJECTS FOR MEETINGS 
--+--
Program meetings will be given by 
the societies on December 3. Agora 
will follow out its study of t he youth 
movement with its development in the 
United States in the little theaters. 
Eva Le Gallienne and the Theater 
Guild in New York will be discussed. 
Following this, a play from the 47 
Workshop at Harvard will be given. 
This play, Brotherhood, is based on a 
strike of seamen, and contains the 
solution of the strike, the problem of 
unions, and gives a picture of the 
suffering of the men. 
Mrs. Julia Boyd Howes will give a 
lecture at A. K. X. on "The Greek Art 
of Living," illustrated with terra cotta 
ard H . Hanson, director of the Eastman 
School of Music. It was given last 
year and repeated with other compo-
sitions at this special performance t his 
year. 
On December 18, at one of the con-
certs sponsored by Mrs. Coolidge to be 
given in the Public Library of Boston, 
a quartet of Mr. Thompson's, The Wind 
in the Willows, is to be performed by 
the Musical Arts Quartet as the only 
modern composition in a program con-
sisting, with this exception, of classi-
cal works. Jacobsen, the violinist, and 
Rosanoff, the 'cellist, are both famous 
members of the String Quartet which 
is to give this recital. The Quartet is 
in three movements : the first, The 
River Bank; the second, Mr. Toad, a 
movement in the jazz vein, the third, 
The Wild Wood. This composition was 
performed in Rome and on an Ameri-
can program for the League of Com-
posers in New York last year. 
One of the latest products of Mr. 
Thompson's pen is a motet, Puer 
Hebraeorum, which the College Choir 
will sing later in the year. 
---+----
SERVICE FUND AIDS CAMPAIGN 
FOR POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
--+--
Polytechnic Institute, Montana, is 
the only school offering higher educa-
tion to the young people of an area 
larger than all New England. The 
Service Fund has sent $100 towards its 
$150,000 campaign. The following let-
ters sent to the Directors show the type 
of young people who enter. 
"Am awful sorry but I am afraid I 
can't enter the school. I haven't $150 
to my name and all I will have by the 
1st of Sept. will be only $25, unless I 
get my other job at the Yellowstone 
Park for $40 per month and then I 
wouldn't have but $60. 
"Mr. Hitchcock wouldn't you please 
help me anyway? I could work next 
spring for you and pay you back 
couldn't I? I have been out of school 
two or three years and I sure want an 
education. Mr. Hitchcock my folks are 
not able to help me in any way and 
I am out in this wide world trying to 
make my way through life . I will go 
to your school all the time if you will 
please help me out. 
figurings. Mrs. Howes is a lecturer in "Couldn't you please come to see me 
Pre-Christian Art at Wellesley, and also Mr. Hitchcock next week? Will thank 
a distinguished archeaologist, having you very much if you will help me out. 
discovered some famous places in the "Yours sincerely, 
Aegian Region. Mr. Howes is curator "Miss E. S." 
of the Boston Art Museum. There 
will be a musical program after the 
talk. 
really is an improvement in the light 
of the college as a whole. We too often 
overlook our responsibility to lthe 
community; we look at questions from 
the standpoint of our individual de-
sires and fail to realize their wider 
significance. Each one of us has the 
responsibility of helping to safeguard 
the general welfare. We can prevent 
others from harming the interest of 
the whole by expressing our disappro-
val of certain actions through public 
opinion. We need constructive thought 
and discussion of college matters! 
The Editors do not hold them-
and Shakespeare Society will study the 
plays Richard III and Henry V on De-selves responsible for opinions 
statements in this column. 
"My boy Stanley is very much in-
terested in your wonderful school but 
we haven't got the money so he can go 
unless he could get in to a self-help 
-~--+----
CO LL EGE GOVERNMENT 
- - +--
"Do you think that the Nominating 
Contributions should be in the 
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on 
Sunday. 
cember third. Agnes Dugan, Helen 
Hefferan, and Anna Sargent Hayward 
will report on the character of Henry 
as it is portrayed in the two parts of 
Henry IV and Henry V . Elizabeth 
'29 PRANK LOSES SAVOR Whitney will give the stage history of 
--+- - the two plays and Eleanor Cartinhour, 
To the Wellesley College News · the plot structure of the plays. Two 
position. 
"He lost his father when he was 
eleven years old and he helped me with 
all kinds of work so he is pretty handy 
with everything in and outdoors. 
"He is strong and very healthy, so 
he -·can do good work. I am not able 
to help him any as my crop last year 
was ruined by heavy rain . Besides I 
got big doctor bills that must be paid 
this fall. 
The younger generation is always 
open to advice. (Whether it takes it 
or not is another question.) The other 
day we discovered this in the 1922 
Legenda : 
"Dear Girls: 
"So many letters come to me from 
girls at college asking advice about 
their correspondence , that I have de-
cided to set forth a little page of sug-
gestions that some of my young friends 
have found helpful. 
"Wlth the letter to the family-aca-
demic prominent and request-for-
check-in-closing-you are all so fa-
miliar that I shall not stop for it, but 
hurry on to the more vital subject of 
mixed correspondence. 
"First, never put a date on your let-
ter- this will successfully baffle the 
young man who always starts: 'Yours 
of the 2nd inst. at hand and in reply-' 
and with the same emphasis never 
leave off an address. If you are con-
vinced that he will not reply, give a 
false address. This will save your 
pride, a.nd prevent your disappointment. 
Then there is one form of note that ii; 
so important that it cannot be omitted. 
This is the 'I-am-here-from-Eloise,' 
or 'call-me-up-from Gertrude,' note, 
one of which should be sent at the be-
ginning of the year to all friends or 
bare acquaintances at Harvard or Tech. 
If you do not know dormitory ad-
dresses, send care of the Dean or Regis-
trar, and by all means use a postal 
card as it may have enormous circula-
tion. Select a likeness of your own 
dormitory, with possibly X marking 
your room, and wrjte on the back : 
'I wonder if you are at Harvard (or 
Tech) this year. I am at Wellesley. 
I have Thursday and Saturday eve-
nings free. My telephone number is 
Wellesley 121212122. Well, so long. 
Hoping t o see you soon.' This card 
will wander from place to place and 
may be posted on his fraternity bulletin 
board. I t is almost certain to bring 
some reply. 
"Now about letters whose subject is 
the tender passion. Use all your subtlety 
on these, as there is not a chance of 
his understanding. As to the start, 
almost indispensable is the form 'So-
and-so dear-' which any girl can tell 
you will bring far better results than 
'dear so-and-so'-but none of the com-
plication of 'My own' or 'My only.' 
In ending letters, do be discreet, girls ! 
End simply, 'Well, I must stop, Harold 
-Cleopatra,' or at most, 'In conclu-
sion let me say goodbye- Cynthia.' 
"If you wish occasionally to liven up 
such letters with a little account of 
your doings, be sure to bring in casual 
mention of all your college chums with 
men's nicknames: 
" 'Jack was around all day today. 
Tonight Billy and I are going for a 
bicycle ride, and tomorrow me and 
Harry are going to visit the cider mill.' 
"Finally, if you ever feel that the 
interest in your correspondence is 
waning, here is a prize device that has 
been used again and again: write two 
letters, just alike, of fairly warm con-
text, ending 'Well, dear, only the 
thought that I am to see you so soon 
keeps me up. Goodbye, and a sweet 
kiss.' Write one to Leo and one to 
Albert. Send Albert's to Leo and Leo's 
to Albert. Both will be up within t wo 
Committee is justified in submitting a 
single candidate for each office for the 
vote of the student body?" This "in-
quiring reporter" has recently been 
circulating in the New Jersey State 
college and evoked one answer from 
a member of faculty which is of in-
terest to all Student Governments. 
During Field Day this year you may short scenes from Richard II I will be 
have noticed President Pendleton and presented; Act I, Scene II and Act III , 
other dignitaries carefully sitting on Scene I; and from Henry V , his speech 
the senior banner. You may also have at the Battle of Crecy and the scene 
noticed the juniors' rude attempt to of the two Frenchwomen. The program 
take it, and the struggle of the seniors will be completed with the reading of 
to retain it. After Field Day was over the wooing of Katherine by Henry, to 
the banner was placed in the rumble compare with the scene between Rich-
seat of a senior's car, because it was ard and Anne which was enacted. 
getting late and that seemed the most At the program meeting of T . z. :E., 
convenient place to put it. The next the general subject will be the Barbizon 
day that senior took some juniors out ar tists and others. The pictures that 
to dinner, and happened to mention are to be posed are Corot's The Lady 
the banner, asking those in back to be with the Rose, and The Mandolin PZay-
careful of it. When they came home er; Millet's The Angelus; Breton's The 
some of the juniors held the senior in Song of the Lark and Zorn's The 
conversation while one of them stole Swedish Peasant. 
"Piease, if possible, help him to get 
a self-help job. I should be so thank-
ful if he could get into such a safe 
place. I think you will be satisfied 




"Faculty Member-'Why have of-
ficers at all? They are as out of 
date as bustles. Student govern-
ment is only a gesture, for the ad-
ministration is really responsible. 
As a nation we are committed to 
student government, but when stu-
dents do act they are generally 
wrong. This sort of "office" is out 
of date, a joke, and amounts to 
nothing. The most successful sort 
of school government that I have 
ever seen is that of Rugby, where 
off with the banner. Thanking the Phi Sigma will give its annual 
senior for her kindness they walked Christmas Masque. 
away, thoroughly pleased with them- Sally Loomis will read a paper for 
selves. Z. A. on some phase of modern Ameri::-
If the children of Wellesley must can Drama. 
"Please answer at once. 
"Yours truly, 




The Service Fund Extra of the 
NEWS stated that the College Service 
1',und last year gave $400 to t he Indian 
Rights Association. The amount should 
have been $4.00, a subscription to the 
magazine Indian Truth. 
INQUIRING ADONAIS 
Why doesn't some en terprising un-
derclassman buy a horse and buggy for 
use on campus? 
Why have Calendar Days ? They're 
so inconvenient. 
----+----
"To amuse the public ! What a sad 
vocation for a man who thinks! But--
"One cannot imagine how much 
cleverness is necessary not to be ri-
diculous." 
Chamfort. 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS 5 
The woman of to-day appre-
ciates the great saving of time 
and energy that electric de-
vices afford in the home. 
Let this monogram guide you in 
the selection of electric household 
appliances. You can find it, if 
you look, on nearly every type 
of labor-saver that electrical 
dealers sell. It is a guarantee of 
quality and a symbol of service. 
210·67DH 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
C:ENFTlAT FLECTRIC COMPANY , SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 
SUE PAGE STUDIO 
Wellesley, Mass. 




Evenings at 7 :00 
Mon., Wed., and Sat. afternoons at 2.30 
Fri . and Sat ., Dec. 2 and 3 
RICHARD BARTHEL1\fESS in 
"The Drop Kick" 
Pathe NPWS Comecly Pathe Review 
Mon. and Tues ., Dec. 5 and 6 
El\IIL ,JA~NINGS in 
"THE WAY OF ALL FLESH" 
" lVinging Arouncl E urope" " -ith 
Vl' ill Roge r 
Pa th e News 
W ed . and Thurs., Dec. 7 and 8 
,Jae k 1\Iulhall aml Dorothy l\IacJ{aill in 
"SMILE, BROTHER, SMILE" 
Fri. and Sat., Dec. 9 and 10 
"Rough Riders" 
\Vith Xoah n e ery, Charles Farrell, George 
Banc roft and Cary A s tor 
~athe N ew s Com ed.» Pathe R eview 
Photographs 
Make your appointment for 
sittings for Christmas pictures 
TAXI 
Le Blanc 
65 Central Street Wei. 1498 




H Christmas holidays are gayest at Pinehurst, 
0 N. C., the Sport Center of America,.., There 
(.!) you'll find good times on four golf courses 
designed and personally supervised by Donald 
J. Ross.-Pinehurst has perfect facilities and 
climate for your favorite outdoor sports ,_, 
-. Make reservations now for your friends and 
family at the luxurious Carolina Hotel, 
famous for its comfort and tempting menus.-
Illustrated booklet and program of events on 









$t AMERICA'S SPORT CENTER -
The Theater 




MAJESTIC- Oh, Kay! 
PLYMOUTH-Broadway. 




A DOLL.'S HOUSE 
--+--
Henrik Ibsen wrote a strong play; 
the players of the Repertory Theater 
gave it a fair production; and the com-
bination required a sensitive audience 
without an overdrawn sense of humor. 
As might be expected, the play had 
both weak and strong spots. Nora was 
done by Katherine Warren, with a 
good deal of dash and sweep, but with-
out all of the appealing quality which 
Torvald Helmer's wife must have pos-
sessed. There was a certain abrupt-
surpassed Mr. Hoffmann's rendering. It 
gave one that "wedding in Heaven" 
sort of musical moment. Still, one can-
not say that the other numbers were 
less satisfying: the sprightly Minuet of 
Mozart's and the Kreisler Liebesfreud 
with its lovely changes of mood. The 
encore was the Serenade Espagnole of 
Chaminade-Kreisler. Mr. Hamilto.n 's 
artistic accompanying made this group 
flawless. 
One is tempted to comment to undue 
length on a modern composition be-
cause its newness does find a definit e 
reaction in the lay listener. Mr. Ham-
ilton and Mr. Hoffmann gave what is 
probably the first performance in this 
country of Leo Weiner's Sonata in F 
sharp minor. From start to finish the 
decided Hungarian flavor, the haunt-
ing melodies, the off-beat rhythm of 
dancing feet delighted the audience. 
The concert was one of the most en-
joyable we have had. Why not more 
"Faculty Recitals"? 
K. S. H . 
---+---
HARRY IRVINE 
ness in her manner which undoubtedly - - +--
aided in showing the rapid motion of Mr. Harry Irvine, a former actor who 
Nora's thoughts, but which occasion- .has played with Walter Hampden and 
ally detracted from the warmth of her other famous people of the stage, and 
otherwise spontaneous nature. for several summers has taught and di-
Dr. Rank, played by Dennis Cleugh , rected his pupils at the Byway Theatre 
varied from being an excellent and in Boothbay Harbor, Maine, came to 
subtle portrayal to a meaningless and us on November 22, under the auspices 
awkward character. Robert Thayer left of the Department of Reading and 
no doubt in our minds as he spread be- Speaking. The play from which h e 
fore us the utter selfishness, the pride, chose to read was Deburau, the play of 
the passion, and the moral satisfac- an actor's life by that great actor, 
tion of Torvald Helmer. He enjoyed Sacha Guitry. 
the rendering of his part and seemed As an artist rather than an imitator, 
far more natural in his role than did Mr. Irvine projected some of his own 
the other characters. interesting personality into the part of 
The play contains interaction of Deburau, thereby successfully holding 
parts, which requires skilled artistry to the attention of his audience. His 
portray in the whole. That between work has a simplicity and directness 
Nora and Torvald was most real, while which, however, do not detract from 
the links from the other characters the subtlety of his interpretation. Mr. 
were varied in degree of contributive Irvine's delivery is excellent and his 
value. A Doll's House is certainly a voice, even under the handicap of a 
play to be studied while one is watch- cold, is extremely pleasant to listen to. 
ing it, and the Repertory Theater The instrument with which he 
players make it almost too interesting worked, t he play Deburau, was in it-
t o permit this. Although the theme of self of gripping interest as a character 
the play, the individualization of study, until, after the manner of all 
woman, is said to be accomplished in French plays, it began a little past the 
the present, Ibsen's fine observation of middle to wear on the audience. Mr. 
human nature and his portrayal of it Irvine's reading was in no way re-
has given us a play that is thought- sponsible; rising to the occasion, he put 
provoking even to an emancipated col- all his rich store of feeling and under-
lege student. standing into the reading, thereby lift-




In attending a "Faculty Recital" one 
expects a certain standard of excel-
lence in the performance, but one is 
surprised and proud to find real artists 
in the Music Department of one's own 
college. The concert Friday evening 
by Mr. Hoffmann and Mr. Hamilton 
was a professional one and a treat for 
all its hearers. 
Brahms is difficult for most of us to 
thoroughly and simply enjoy. His is 
not the sort of music to seep into the 
consciousness of the passive dreamer. 
It takes a background of musical study 
and a mind taking active part in the 
performance to entirely appreciate the 
cleverness of him The Sonata in A 
major, with its disarming gentleness 
of mood, slipped right over most of our 
heads, and our vague enjoyment of its 
rhythm and melody was qui te unintel-
ligent. 
The group of piano compositions 
played by Mr. Hamilton was entb.usi-
astically received. It was composed of 
the strange and thoroughly ingenious 
Gavotte from Trumpet Septet of Saint-
Saens, an unusual and little known 
composition; John Ireland's Island 
Spell, a bit of wierd melody accom-
panied throughout by the lapping of 
water ; and lastly a Liszt Rhapsody, 
which combined breath-taking cadenzas 
with a grand march finale . Mr. Ham-
ilton's fingers were agile and his mood 
sympathetic. In response to the en-
thusiasm of the audience he encored 
with a Chopin Waltz. 
The Chopin Nocturne which opened 
Mr. Hoffmann's group of solos was the 
most perfectly beautiful performance 
of the evening. Kreisler could not have 
ing it from the level of boredom. His 
whole-hearted sympathy with t he char-
act er of the great Deburau was un-
mistakably and beautifully conveyed to 
the audience by his interpretation. Ob-
viously, he understands Guitry's De-
burau as a figure noble in the pathos 
of his ill-starred fortunes. The broken 
spirit of a great actor and an ardent 
lover, whose usefulness is outworn, 
makes large demands upon the imag-
ination of a reader. Mr. Irvine was par-
t icularly good in his representation of 
the older Deburau teaching his son the 
essent ials of successful acting. 
V. B. R . 
----+·----
VERMONT FLOOD FUND 
--+--
The special collection for Vermont 
flood relief, received in Chapel on Sun-
day, November 20, amounted to $260.16. 
The sum was handed over by the Serv-
ice Fund to the Cellege Red Cross, 
which has already sent $200 from its 
own reserve fund , making a total con.:. 




(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3) 
--+- -
t raining our orchestra and will con-
duct them Friday night. Besides a 
group of modern things they will play 
the first two movements of the Haydn 
"Surprise" Symphony. The orchestra 
has at last made a really big start and 
it is ambitious for future achievement. 
The members do need your support, 
however, in this, their first great un-
dertaking of th e year and of their new 
career. 
On Monday, December 5, Miss Jean 
Wilder of the Department of Music 
will give a piano recital in Billings 
Hall. Everyone is invited. 
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Out From Dreams . and 
Theories 
AFTER COLLEGE EXPERIENCE IS 
WELLF.SLEY'S THRlFT SHOP IS 
HOME FOR CAST-OFF CLOTHES 
--+- -
Most of us merely know of the Wel-
Harvard to Cooperate 
In New Pathe Series 
--+--
Harvard University has definitely en-
lesley Thrift Shop somewhat vaguely tered the field of visual education 
HELPFUL IN GIRL SCOUT WORK as the place to which it is convenient through the medium of motion pictures. 
- - +-- to send old clothes. Some, too, have As a result of a contract between Har-) 
on Monday , November 28 , at 4 :40 n :iti ced its sign , painted in Wellesley vard and Pathe Exchange, Inc., of New 
p. m., Miss Eiizabeth Kemper Adams blue, above Liggett's drug store, but York, the University will prepare series 
of the Educat ional Department of the few have ventured up the stairs to a of pictures dealing with different scien-
Na t ional Association of Girl scouts , more definite - and unexpected -im- tific subjects, to be known as the Pathe 
poke on the vocational opportunities pression. The majority would expect Science series. 
that can be expected in Girl Scout to find something resembling a blend Although these pictures a.re destined 
work after college . of rummage sale and junk sh::>p. What primarily for university, college, and 
As a background for the work it is a. delightful sur~rise it is to come into school uses, they will be appropriate 
necessary to know something about a neat room literally surrounded by for the theatre, the church, the club 
the Girl Scout organization . Any girl wind:iws , with green plants lending an and other social organizations. These 
over ten years of age is eligible to be- 1 extra "touch at_ c:;arm. Coats, dresses, series, when completed, will be dis-
come a G irl Sc::iut after passing the and accessories are on racks and tributed through Pa.the 's thirty-three 
T enderfoot Test. The governing body, tables as carefully arranged ~s if ~his branch offices all over the country. I 
the National Council is composed of were a display from a modlsh Fifth The first of the series will be ready for 
' Avenue shop; the illusion is further representatives from the Local Coun- distribution by January 30, 1928. 
cils throughout the country. and has its carried out by gay hat boxes bearing The contra.ct, which extends over a 
National Headquarters where policies the names of various New York con- five- year period, was signed by Presi-
are carried out and the growth of the cerns, for this is an exhibit n ::it from dent A. Lawrence Lowell, of Harvard, 
Scout movement is supervised. There one store only, bu t from a va riety of and Elmer Pearson, first Vice-President 
sources. Nor is it confined to cloth-
of Pathe. As Pathe has been cooperat-ing-shelves of books of all sor ts make ing with Yale University through . the 
distribution of the "Chronicles of interesting browsing ; ornaments, clocks, 
children's dresses-everyt hing is there, 
in fact , except the proverbial kitchen America" series for four years, this I 
contact with the country groups, but stove, and even that may be seen by contract means that Pathe now has the 
concentrate their energies in assist- c.ooperation of the two oldest universi-the privileged who look behind the 
are several positions open to workers, 
voluntary and professional. The paid 
workers, such as the local director and 
field captains, do not come directly in 
ing volunteer. workers, of whom fifty- ties in the United States. 
four percent are working on full time. scenes into the room where Mrs. Mac-
dougall and Miss Thomas sometimes Only one branch of science, Anthro-There is little chance for girls immedi- prepa.re their lunch or tea . pology. the study of mankind, is par-
ately following college, since it is felt 
that, in order to be successful in Girl The Thrift Shop is a growing con- ticularly mentioned in the contract. 
Scout work one needs a good deal of cern. Since opening last June, ex- However, the Division of Geology has/ 
actual experience rather than the syn- penses have been paid and a. fair profit also decided to participate in this work I 
thetic t~ pe that is found in college ma.de besides . This will be turned over and has a series of pictures in the 
life. to President Pendleton, to be used for course of preparation. Dr. Kittery F. 
The Girl Scout movement is of prime 
importance since it provides the grow-
ing girl with what she can get no-
where else-"sane, practical and inter-
the aid of college students-for the Mather, of this Division, and Dr. Ernest 
shop is distinctly a Wellesley concern. A. Hooton , of the Division of Anthro-
Besides the collections ma.de among pology, are heading a committee which · 
students before Christmas and Easter will supervise the preparation of the : 
I 
esting preparation for her home, the vacations and in June, alumnae in the 
group competition, the normal 'gang town have been organized by Miss Het-
spirit' that all healthy youngsters have , ty Shepard Wheeler, 1902, into twenty-
pictures. 
Pa the Science Series will be made 
five groups of about ten each under a 
from films , selected by the Harvard 
committee from Pathe's vast film Iibra-and the training in fields such as cook-
ing, home-nursing and handicraft. The captain, and boxes are also received ry. This includes over two million feet 
work requires an intense "interest in from alumnae living farther away. of pictures taken during the la.st fif-
girls and experience that will make it Helen Gray, 1928, has become Campus teen years. There are fifte·en years of 
possible to teach them 'to meet intelli- Representative of the shop, organizing the Pathe News, nine years of the 
gently most of the situations that are the collections made, with the help of Pathe film magazine,=-the Review.-
likely to arise in their later life .' " other students, during the year. The and eleven travel feature pictures such 
---+- --
A CORRECTION 
- - +- -
Miss Jackson will hold office hours 
for conferences with any students who 
increasing success of the enterprise is as William J . Morden's Asiatic Ex-
making necessary a campus headquar- position , Byrd's and Amundsen's Polar 
ters where material can be brought, Flights, Prince William of Sweden's 
sorted, and priced. That which can-
not be used is given to the Morgan Me-
morial, so nothing sent in is wasted. 
African Expedition, and "Nanook of 
the North." the famou s Eskimaux pic-
ture. 
This library is constantly growing 
from pictures sent in from all parts of 
the globe by Pathe cameramen work-
may wish to see her, daily except Sat- Business should certainly continue to 
urda.y, from 3 :35 to 4 :00 in Room 3B, prosper under the direction of the new 
Administrat ion Building. Please note Executive Committee, comprised of 
change of hour from 1 :35 as announced Mr. Harvey, president of the Welles- ing for the News, the Review, or on 
on November 17th, to 3:35 as given in Iey National Bank, Miss Grace Crocker, special assignments on scientific expe-
this notice . Chairman of the Semi-Centennial ditions. 
Fund committee, one of the Alumnae Alice I . Pe1Ty Wood 
---+---
HOPE FOR INTELLECTUALS 
- - +--
Women who have spurned member-
ship in Phi Beta Kappa because of 
its reputation as a bar to matrimony 
need to reconsider. Two professors at 
the University of California have com-
pleted a study of the comparative 
mat rimonial advantages of the "dumb" 
and the bright girls, and their conclu-
After representatives of the two Di-
members of the Board of Trustees, and 
chairman of the War Service Commit- visions have selected films which they 
tee , and Miss Caroline Hazard, ex- consider of value, graduate students 
president of Wellesley College. will classify , cut, assemble and title 
the various pictures in the series. A 
Ticket Agency Will Open workshop has already been set up in 
Of special interest to us from the the Peabody Museum at Cambridge and 
buying view point is the theatre ticket two graduate students in anthropology 
agency, to open soon as announced anc:i one in geology are already at work. 
in the last issue of the NEWS. Tick- The Pathe Science Series will be of 
ets for operas and concerts, including a dual nature. One set of pictures 
those at Symphony Hall on Sunday af-
ternoons, may also be procured through 
sions show the grades of the married the shop. The system is the same that technical nature and the supervision of 
students to be a shade· higher than of is used at Filene's-the ticket is paid the heads of the various departments 
the unmarried. Women Phi Beta Kap-
will be made for use in universities and 
colleges. These will be of a highly 
for when the blank is filled out , and so will assure scientific accuracy. They 
pas at the University, from 1874 to will be held until called for two min- will follow closely the courses in the 
1910
· were found evenly divided in the utes before- or after-the curtain various subjects as given at Harvard. 
married and single groups. Feminine 
rises. The charge will be fifteen cents University authorities feel that this 
scholarship is expected to advance in 




U. C. L. A. MEN CARE FOR 
BABIES TO EARN WAY 
--+--
Students at the University of Cali-
fornia at Los Angeles have numerous 
ways of earning their way through col-
lege, according to a report of the sec-
retary of the alumni employment bu-
reau, but the most novel , for men stu-
dents at least, is that of two men who 
earn money by caring for babies while 
the parents are visiting away. 
Three students are motormen on 
street cars, while several operate taxis 
in their spare time. 
Two more students act as interpret-
ers to German motion picture celebri-
ties living in Hollywood. 
Green and White. 
that amount, and a higher charge will cia lly ~mall c::illeges unable to sup-
have to be made, of course , for opera 
tickets. 
The shop is well worth seeing just 
as a matter of interest to Wellesley 
girls, but aside from that, you might 
easily find there the book you have 
been dying to read (new publishers' 
review copies are sold for fifty cents) , 
or just the ornament to fill some great 
open space in your room. From the 
opposite point of view, monthly maga-
zines brought in as soon as read in-
stead of saved until the collection time, 
find a ready market. Victor records 
which have been played till they drive 
your whole corridor mad may also be 
appreciated by others, and can come 
to a good end in the shop. You may 
come to give or to buy, or out of idle 
curiosity, but whatever the reason, 
you '11 not regret the visit, so do come 
in and look around. 
<Con tinued on Page 7, Column 2) 
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THE HOLIDAY SEASON 
OBSERVING THE PAGENT OF LOVELINESS 
AT ITS ORIGINAL SOURCE, PARIS, WE 
PRESENT A NEW COLLECTION OF 
DRESSES, GOWNS, and EVENING 
WRAPS EXPRESSLY DESIGNED 
HATS 
For The HOLIDAY SEASON. 
THIS PRESENTATION IS 
TOO IMPORTANT 
TO MISS 
ENSEMBLES EVENING WRAPS SPORTSWEAR 
L' ORI GAN 
COTY 
F OR sophisticated. temperaments 
- supreme achievement of 
matchless perfume-creating the at-
mosphere of delicate illustriousness. 
Parfum L'Origan is internationally 
favored above all French perfumes. 
Crystal Bottle Fancy Box-Two ounces, $7.00 
"Pru·,·e r'z e.r", Quarter, $1.00, Half, $2.00 and O ne ounce $3.75 
Wellesley 0727 
DRY CLEANING 
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POOL FUND BEGUN FIELD DAY 
WITH FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS 
--+--
The Athletic Association is a t las t 
J·eady to announce the amount of t he 
Field Day proceeds. The total receipts 
were approximately six hundred and 
sixty five dollars, and the expenditures 
two hundred and sixty-five dollars, 
thus leaving four hundred dollars for 
the Swimming Pool Fund. In compari-
son with the modest nineteen dollars 
cleared last year, we consider this a 
stupendous sum, though we realize, as 
do most of you, that t his is only a small 
fraction of the amount required for the 
pool. We hope that, in spite of this 
realization, you will not be discouraged 
but keep up your enthusiasm, and sup-
port whatever enterprises we may un-
dertake during the winter. The whole-
hearted way in which you turned out 
for Field Day was greatly appreciated, 
a nd we should like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank all of you, who, either 
by actuai work or by your enthusiasm 
and interest, helped to make the day 
a success. 
Ant oinette G . Deppeler . 
- ---+----
FABRICS WOVEN BY DISABLED 
SOLDIERS DISPLAYED THIS WEEK 
--+--
This week on Thursday and Friday, 
December 1 and 2, handloomed fabrics 
will be shown by Miss Helen Stamford 
of New York City. a Wellesley alumna , 
at the Wellesley Display Shop. 
Some of our men who were disabled 
during the World War, after a period 
of invalidism sometimes extending over 
several years had to be discharged 
from the greatly overcrowded hospitals 
even though they were incapable of 
self support. Their si tuation was 
brought to the attention of a group of 
business men in New York City who 
worked over the problem and event u-
ally organized the "Associated Hand-
craft Industries for the Disabled." By 
this organization men who were 
thought to be incapacitated for work 
were trained to use hand looms . Each 
loom was built to supply the deficiency 
of each man. As soon as a man had 
1earned to manipulate his loom he was 
employed regularly by his teache rs and 
was oaid for each piece. Today some 
of these men earn as much as fifty 
dollars a week. 
As long as there is a demand for 
their scarfs, rugs, shawls, baby blank-
ets and dress materials, all so exquisite 
in color , quality, and workmanship, 
these men are rncist happ!IY employed . 
---- +- - --
College recently gave an interesting and the cycle of erosion . The last 
modern production. The Marriage Pro - mentioned shows the slow but tre-
posal by Checker was presented in mendous effect running water has on 
three ways; realistically, expressionis- even the most durable substances. 
tically, and constructivist ically. The From the profits accruing to Pa the 
scenery, costumes, and acting· of each from the dis tribution of these films a 
performance provided interesting con- special fund will be created for the 
t rasts and will undoubtedly assist at more extensive production of pictures 
Vassar in stimulat ing consideration of for educational uses and for assistance 
the modern theatre. It speaks highly in financing with Harvard scientific 
of the vitality and progressiveness of expeditions in differen t parts of the 
their dramatic organization to have world. 
them carry ou t so new an experiment , 
so su~;~:EGi-NOTES I TRIPS PLANNED F~R STUDENTS 
WHO ATTEND OLYMPIC GAMES 
- - +--
On Saturday afternoon, November - +--
26, the informal dancing at Tower The Clara Laughlin Travel Services, 
Court was well attended. The "cut- Ltd., 18 East 53rd Street, New York 
ting-in" seemed to be enjoyed by all. City, in connection with the American 
This afternoon, Thelma Wade ana Olympic Committee, is issuing a book-
Marion Andrews are giving a tea and let which will give information regard-
bridge in the guest tea room of Alum- ing the Olympic Games. The Olympic 
nae Hall. t o the rest of the g·irls in Committee has chartered the S. S. Pres -
their freshman house. ident Roosevelt, sailing from New York 
Eieanor Anderson gave a tea for her July 11th to take the Committee and 
guest, Mary Hooke, at T. Z. E. on Fri- the Olympic Team to Amsterdam for 
day afternoon, November 25. the Ninth Olympiad, July 29th. The 
The maids at the college were given extra space on the ship is at the dis-
a party, managed by Helen Atwill, on posal of all colleges and this service is 
Monday evening, November 21. in a position to make reservations for 
The_ ~e~ members of Phi Bet~ Kappa 
1 
those who wish to make this trip. 
were m1t1ated on Monday evenmg, No- b 1 t t · d b · 1 d . . , The ook e men 10ne a ove me u es 
vember 21 , at Oakwoods, Dean Waites b f ·t · . h" h h 
a num er o i meranes w ic ave house. Professor Avery of the Depart- . . .. 
f t El . b th F 1 d D · been made out as suggest10ns for mde-ment o Ar , iza e . ree an , ons . 
-11 A p 1 b t d H 1 w d pendent travel for those who wish to M1 er, nne e ou e an e en oo , . . . 
1f 1928 were received into member- make tnps durmg the nme days after 
ship. The Sophomore Prize was award- ~he arrival of the President Roosev~lt 
ed to Jean Trepp. 1929. Professor Ham- 111 Europe, before the games begm. 
ilton spoke, in a characteristically de- These priced 'itineraries include Eng-
'.ightfal and informal manner, on "The land, Scotland, France, Italy, Switzer-
Intellectual Element in Music." giving land, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Ger-
swiftly but, clearly, with illustration on 
the piano, the development of the im-
por tant structural design in music since 
the Greeks, and showing the resur-
gence at the present time of the older, 
!nore intellectual music, and the wan-
ng of the excessively romantic. 
----+ 
HARVARD TO COOPERATE 
many and Holland. and prices quoted 
cover all expenses. 
----+-- - -
DISCOVER TUDQR ROSE, STAMP 
OF JAMES I, ON FRENCH STORY 
- - +--
Plimpton 's latest gift to the collec-
IN NEW PATHE SERIES tion is a sixteenth-century Italian ren-
- - +- - dition of the old French story Valen-
< Continued from Page 6, Column 3) i tine and Orson. In preparing the de-
- +-- scription for the catalogue, a half ob-
port large scientific divisions, but !iterated stamp on the front and back 
which are eager to present these sub- cover proved, on examination, to be a 
jects to their students. Tudor rose with the letters I. R., the 
The second series will be for use in device which James I had placed on 
grade and high schools. They will be h '.s books after he became King of 
scientifically accurate and prepared England. The Plimpton collection has 
with the same care as the series for another which had belonged to James 
university use , but will be edited so I as King of Scotland , bearing the Scotch 
that they can be used in connection lion and the initials I. R . 
with school courses in geography. Out- M. H. J. 
lines of such series have already been 
prepared by the Divisions of Anthro-
----+----
It is a great obstacle to happiness to pology and Geology. The former has 
OUR CONTEMPORARlf.S in mind several series: the first will expect too much.-~roverb. 
- - +-- deal with physical conditions and life 
Vassar is at present seeking to re- on the different continents, showing 
oost her religious organization. A ten- varying types of mankind, and the I 
tative plan has been made by an ap- habits, customs, homes, industries, I 
pointed committee, and this plan is t o flora and fauna of the different parts 
be discussed at a college mass-meeting. of the earth; the second will show the 1 
The project has been thoroughly con- differen t types of man and the criteria 
sidered, and three departments of by which they are differentiated; the 
work suggested; those of worship, third will demonstrate how different 
study, and social service. T o ally people adapt or fail to adapt them-
closely the work of these departments selves to their environment. 
and to have the organization a com- The division of Geology is working on 
munity one, are important objects of seven pictures dealing with this subject 
the plan. The religious organizaticn in a manner which will be of interest I 
of a college as well known and highly to school children. The subjects treated 
1 
respected as Vassar is bow1d to in- are shore lines and shore develop-
ftuence a large circle. It is with added ment, vulcanir- m. or the study of vol-
interest that we look to see how she c_,noes, the work of ground, water . 
will solve her problem. glaciers, the mechanical work of the 
Dean Hanford of Harvard has pro- atmosphere , the work of running water, 
posed a battle of culture between Yale 
and Harvard teams. His desire to 
s timulate interest in the academic to LOST!! 
0.ffset the emphaSiS On athletiCS iS Sn1al l 1i rn ' l.\" \\"ll\' P ll sh-aw P ll\' 1•!01 11 •. e m-
hroido•rt·d in lw. c n ;ft's on \\"us hJngton 8t.r eet 
timely. He suggests that ten men be trn ~ovembec l!S twtw<>e u W eston Road a1>d 
chosen from each college to take iden- i: ,,. ~ 1 a ti on. '°"'"~· -ya,lu ab lo._ R e f um if found 








S h t> ll.-.' · 
Editions 
!':\l) t' ll~t.-•J ' 
l ' oniw 
.,li I to 1i 
S ltakes 11e a .. re 
of study. His plan causes favorable ofl' t> n ·d . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
comment, but also gives rise t o the DE====:i oE===::::::::i 0 = 81 1 G~-1 consideration of possible humorous ~ SPEEDWRITJNG situations. There is pict ured the ten- ru · lj1 
SI.on of the cheering· section as the fj1 l!.l 
l!.l An a r ticle in the last NEWS contained t his statemen t : "--the ~ 
Eli man hesitates over the third ques- I ~ employmen t burea u of the Y. w. c. A. regards s tenography-as fun - I 
tion on the Economic pa per a n:l the W dam en tal for a girl star ting out on a business career." All too t rue. 
reso• nding "Bulldog" that greets his 8 And ye t wha t girl wants to spend her firs t year out of college in school? m 
renewed attack. We imagine t he ex- El ~I 
citemont as the pride of the Harvard m,. Speedwrit in5', the n ew system of shorthand, will solve this problem 
history department gets wri ter 's cramp lli tor you. for it is so easy you can learn it in your spare time while still 
and th e powerful "1cc0 , oti-.-e'' drowns m in college. And socn i t would be such a he1p t o you in your college rn 
out the famous frog c~eer when Har- m~ note-taking that it would prove no added burden in the end . Terms ~ 
vard rushes 111 a substitu te . UI most moderate. Sarah Sprague , Wellesley Hills. Tel. 1638-M. ru 
The Experimen tal Thea t re of Vassar ' ~E===:::::::i GE===:::::::ii ll!J E===ao• 'E===:::::::io 
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Flowers for Parties 
There 's always need 
for flowers a t parties. 
They jmpart that joyous 
air and home feeling that 
go so far to make every 





Tel. well. 0700 ~ 5~ Central Street 
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Sat-ten Shoppe 
Restaurant Unique 
54 CENTRAL STREET 
Tel. Wellesley 1233-W 
Luncheon Tea Dinner 
ROAST CHICKEN DINNER 
Sunday 12:30-2:30 
Week day 11:30-7:30 
Sunday 12:30-7:30 
TAXI. SF:RYlCl<; Jlnggage Tra.nsfer 
T,,.I. \V .. ll c..;le~· O.J09 
PERKINS GARAGE 
General Repairing and Washing 
:-itoral{t> wit.h Jlt'li\· ..... ,. s .. r,· ice if llesired 
i' umm·r \\". J-'ros t 69 c .. ntral Street 






Cil RDf nSIDE BOOKSHOP 
280 Dartmouth St., Boston, Mass. 
Wellesley Branch, 58 Central St. 
CHOICE BOOKS 
OLD AnD nE\V 
An Interesting Selection for Christ-
mas Gifts Both at the Boston and 
Wellesley Shops . 
In A Few More 
Weeks You Will 
Leave Wellesley! 
Time fl ies and soon yo u \\" ill be 
homev,·ard bound fo r th e long 
Christma vacatio n. W hy not have 
a cosy pa rt y fo r your fri ends in your 
room befo re yo u leave ? 
Say It With 
A GIFT BASKET 
Gi\'e he r a gift basket o i fru it as 
your Christmas message ! 
WELLESLEY FRUIT CO. 
Convenient college deliveries 
WELLESLEY SQUARE 
T el. Wei. 01 38 Tel. 1493-M 
STORAGE SERVICE 
IF there is the least doubt in your mind as to where to 
STORE your CAR, ask any of the girls who are storing 
with us. Your car could not receive better care and atten-
tion if you had your own Chauffeur here. 
ROBERT G. SMITH 
GARAGE 
Washington and Kingsbury Street, 
Tel. Wei. 1276 or 1578 
7! it4ari)$. 
TAILOR, - m{ESSMAVE~ .L-=.--:....o11· 
ARCADE BLOCK 
65 Central St., Wellesley 




W ednest111;.-, ::\o\•f'mbe r 30 : 8 :15 A . M. 
)<Iorning C h a.pe l. Dean W.aite wi l l lead . 
A. K. X. Bazaar. Brass, pri n ts, toys, 
C h r istmas gifts. J ays ' e xhib i t. T ea Room 
open from 11 : 45 A. M. un•ti l 7 P. M . 
7 :00 P. M. V\'ashington H o us e. Chr ist ia n 
Associa tion M eet ing Miss Helen C larke, 
Ho iyo k e ' 27. will t e ll of h e r e xperie n ces at 
Dr. Gre nfell 's M ission in L a brador. 
:00 P. M. Roo m 24 Founders H a ll . Pro-
fessor Charles Spearm a n of th e U niv ers ity 
of London will spea k o n " The Common F ac-
to r in Inte ll igence." A ll are invited . (De -
partme.nt of Phi losophy a nd Psych o l-0gy.) 
Thursd ay, D <'cembe r 1: 8 :15 A . M. M orn-
ing Chapel. M iss H ar ri e t H a rdy '28 wi ll 
lead. 
A. K . X. B azaar (see a bov e). 
4 :00 P . M . 1 24 Founders H all. A ca -
demi c Counci l. 
F riday , D ecembe r 2 : 8: 15 A. M. Morni n g 
Chape l. R e v. John J. Ca ll a n w ill lead. 
4 :40 P. :!\f. R oom 1 24 Founders H all. Miss 
H e le n D Pigeon , Exec ut ive S ecret a ry , N a -
<tio n a l Assoc iatio n of Po l icew o m e n , will speak 
o n "The "\V o r l' of a Policewoman." (Com-
mittee o n Vocational In fo rm a tion .) 
7 :30 P. M . . .... K. X. Meeti n g of C irc u lo 
Cas t e l Ia no. 
7 : 45 P . M. Alum n ae Room, Alumnae Hal l. 
1M eet ing of Freshman -s·o p h omore Literary 
C lub. 
8:0 0 P . M. Bi ll ings Ha ll. Cl) ll ege Orc h es tr a 
Co n cert. ce le bra ting it s 22nd anniversary, 
M r. H offma n n , C'o n du c to1·. Assis t ed by m e m -
be r s of th e Boston Symphony O r c h estra a nd 
E lizabeth N ash '29 w ho will play a Grieg 
C'o n certo for p ia no a n d orchestra. Tickets, 
50 ce n t s . 
Saturday , D ecem ber 3 : 8: 15 A. M . Morn-
in g Chape l. Presid ent P e n d le t o n will lead. 
Sund11,~·. D ece1nbe r 4 : 11: 00 A. M. Me-
moria 1 C h a pel. Preacher , Dr. " ' illa rcl L. 
. perry. D ea n of the Theo log ical School of 
Harvard U n iv e r s ity. 
7 :15 P . M . Se ve r a n ce H a ll. Chr is t ian 
Associ a tion Mee ting. Mr. A. K. C h iu of 
Am oy Unive r sity, C hin a, gra duate st u d e n t 
of Harvard U ni vers ity . w ill speak on "Ten 
Years of the Yout h M ov e m e nt in China" 
8 :00 P. M. A lumn:ie Hall. Community 
Service a rranged b y t h e In terco mm u nity 
C hurc h Committee of W e ll es ley. Address 
b y Dr. Arthu r P r ingl e of Pu rl e y . E n g land, 
Ex-c h a irm a n of the Great er Union of Con-
gre g a tion a l Ch urches of England a n d 
vV.a les. 
Monrla.;.•, Decembe r 5 : 8:15 A . M . ( prompt-
ly). Bi ll i n gs Ha ll . Current 'Eve nts . M iss 
Batc h e ld e r will give t he r ev ie w . • 
4 : 40 P. M . R oom 24 F<>u n de rs Ha ll. Made-
m .oise lle Mespoulet wi ll spea k , in English, 
o n "Pa ul Cla ud e!." 
4 :40 P . M. Ch em istry B u ilding. Mem-
be r s of th e Department of C h em istry will 
speak o n ··occu p a tlon s t o whic h t he Stu dy 
of Ch em is try m ay L ead." T ea wi ll be served 
at 4:15. (Committee on Vocation a l I n f or ma-
tio n . ) 
8 :00 P . M. Bi llin gs Hall . Pia n o r ec it a l 
by Miss J ean Wi lder. A ll a r e inv i ted . 
8 :00 P. M. Geo logy Lectu re R oom. Dr. 
Jiri V. D a n es, Professor of Geography at 
Cha r les U n ive rsity , Pragu e , w ill give a n il-
lust r ated l ec t ure on "Kar st Phe n ome na." 
Open to al l. ( Depar tmen t of G e ology. ) 
Tuesday, llecPmbe r 6 : 8: 1 5 A. M. Morn-
in g C h a p e l. Presiden•t P e n d le ton w ill lead. 
4 :4 0 P. M . Alumnae H a ll. His Exc el -
le n cy, Mon sieu r Pau l C la ude!, Fren c h Am-
bassa dor to the United Stat es, will r ead from 
hi s poems. 
W edn esd a.y, D ecembe r 7 : 8 :15 a. m . Mor n-
i ng C h .a p e !. Professor .Mussey wi ll lead. 
7 :00 P . M . W ash in gton Ho u se . C h risti a n 
A ssociat io n Meeting. Dr. Gor don Well m a n 
of t h e Biblical History Depa rtment w ill 
speal' o n "Forgive n ess." 
N ote : Art Museum. Miss A bbot's exh ibl-
't io n closes at 5 :30 P . M . , November 30. A n 
exhibition of J a p a n ese pri n ts will appear t he 




WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS 
Inner Story of Nanking 
Incident Told at Tower 
and wary of doing anything which -f::i-==.r.::a=L::a:::::J'-::a:i:d:.i::=:i=1:=:l=iE=:l=i:=:l=.1.;=:i=.1.:=:i=.iL.:=:i::::.i==:l:=1;=:i=.i.:=:i::JL:=:J:.a==:i=.i:=:J=.i.:=i::Ji.::=:J~==i:..i::a= .. =:1="'=:J=-i!-~· 
might endanger other foreigners in the 
--+--
Lying on the floor while bullets 
whizzed overhead, dropping over the 
seventy-foot wall of the city by a rope 
of knotted sheets, running two miles 
over marshes to waiting gunboats a1;e 
a few of the more thrilling and terrible 
points in the narrative of the Nanking 
Incident as related by Mrs. Hobart a t 
Tower Court Sunday, November 27. Mrs. 
Hobart will be recognized as the writer 
of the letters in Harpers for July. 
She h ad only been in Nanking six 
months when the incident occurred, 
having gone there upon the capture by 
the nationalists of another city where 
she was staying. Nanking was a stra-
tegic point in the operations of the 
Northern and the Nationalist armies. 
The former , swelled to the number of 
100,000 troops by the union of three 
war lords, was expected to be victorious 
in the ba ttle a few miles away. On the 
afternoon before the Incident, however, 
an atmosphere of tension was noted in 
the city, and soon, like a great tidal 
wave, the grey-clad Northern army 
passed through the city in retreat. Evi-
dently its leaders had been bought. 
From the vantage point of their 
house , so located that it was used for 
signaling to the gunboats, Mrs. Hobart 
could look out over the city. The re-
treat was orderly. There was no loot-
ing, though Americans slept with their 
clothes on, that night, expecting it. The 
only bloodshed was in the effort of the 
troops to squeeze through the gate in 
the great wall before the Nationalists 
should occupy the city. That the for-
eigners had not left the city for the 
waiting gunboats, Mrs. Hobart ex-
plained in several ways. First, one is 
used to danger in China. Then, too, if 
the Nat ionalists were to occupy the 
city, to flee from it would incur their 
ill-will, and make return to it difficult. 
The occupancy of the city was effected 
with no disturbance. Foreigners ex-
pected no mistreatment by t he Na-
tionalists. 
city. Just before his house was taken, 
however, he and his wife and two small 
children fted through the streets , fired 
upon all the way, to join the Hobarts . 
Here he broke communication with the 
gunboats and endeavored to get in 
touch with the Nationalist leaders to 
see what could be done. The effort was 
futile. The house was soon besieged. 
Mr. Davis's first orders for firing were 
to fire over the heads of the enemy. 
Soon, however, it was necessary to 
shoot to kill , and t o establish a bar-
rage behind the house. That Mr. Da-
vis did not give so drastic an order 
unt il late evidences the composure and 
mercy he showed t hroughout. Under 
cover of the barrage, fifty-two Ameri-
cans escaped over the wall of the city,-
men, women and children slipping down 
a rope of knotted sheets, and reaching 
the gunboa ts in safety. 
Mrs. Hobart emphasized the organi-
zatiqn of the attack upon t he .foreign-
ers, which point made it evident that 
the leader , Chiang Kai-shek , was im-
plicated. He denied this, but t he con-
fidence he later showed in the general 
who carried out the attack makes his 
statement suspicious. 
The story Mrs. Hobart told was made 
more real by personal touches ; she de-
scribed the vicissitudes of the heroic 
servant who saved her belongings, the 
obedience of the Davis children 
throughout the day and the fright of 
the little five-year-old boy, and the 
scattering of valuable university books 
about the streets, pages pierced by bay-
onet holes. 
~--~+·----
J. M. FLAGG TO CRfiTICIZE 
DRAWINGS FOR ART CONTEST 
James Montgomery Flagg, dean of 
American illustrators, has consented to 
criticize and make personal comments 
to artists who submit drawings of ex-
ceptional merit to Wellesley publica-
tions and College Humor in their 
$2,000 art contest. For more than 37 
An anti-foreign element, traceable to years Flagg's illustrations have .ap-
Russian propaganda, had, however, peared in the leading magazines in 
crept into the Nationalist policy. In America. His comments and criticisms, 
the morning an organized attack upon impossible to be obtained in any other 
foreigners began. At least one of every way, should be invaluable to the for-
nationality was killed. Mr. J. K. Davis, tunate artists. 
the American consul, stayed at the con- Undergraduate artists may submit as 
sulate until the last possible moment. many drawings as desired-on any sub-
He did not ask for a barrage because ject-in black and white, before Jan-
Jordan's announce the opening ef 
the JReauty §alon 
On the Balcony Annex 
MORE complete, finer, la rger than any Beauty Salon in 
the country. Your standards in Beauty Salon service 
will stride a step forward after you 've enjoyed the 
ministrations of the experts m Jordan 's 
luxurious Beauty Salon. 
One hundred patrons may be served at a time. All lotions, 
soaps, oils and skin preparations will be brought "fresh" 
for each pafron from the laboratory that is a feature of the 
Beauty Salon. 
A step beyond the best 
for Beauty 
Jordan Marsh Company 
(tbristmas ~ifts 
of (tbarm an~ !Distinction 
n 
SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON 
Arcade Wellesley 
THE ORIOLE 
Excellent food Good service Cheerful surroundings 
Washington Street 
Engaged the destruction of communication be- uary 15th. Two other famous artists, 
'24 Katherine Cunningham to Mr. ~;~:~a~~= ~:er~C:en ;~!io~:ri!ri~~~ ~~~~r !~ll~:i!ro;~ a;~a~aa:n ~~~ 
George Field MacDonald of Pittsburgh, him ignorant of the whole situation, winning eighty-one drawings. 
Pa. 
Married 
'19 Edna Holtorf to Mr. James E. 
Parker, November 18. 
'21 Margaret Longaker to Mr. Ches-
ter Reynolds, November 24. 
'22 Katherine Anderson to Mr. C. 
Jerry Spaulding of Auburndale , Dart-
mouth 24, November 19. Address: 270 
Seaman Avenue, Washington Heights, 
New York. 
'26 Mary Sime to Mr. Robert N. 
West of New York City, November 18. 
Born 
'18 To Elizabeth McGill Clarkson a 
son, David Macpherson, September 21. 
Died 
'90 Mary French Hitch, November 
14, in New Bedford, Mass. 
'99 Mabel Tower Rundlett, the last 
of October. 
ex- '18 Lieut-Commander M. B. Mc-
Comb, husband of Grace Ewing while 
flying nea r Honolulu, November 26. 
ex '22 Grace Martin Brown, Octo-
ber 3, in West Bloomfield, N. Y. 
- --- + 
ANNOUNCEMENT! 
--+--
A new scale of prices fo r Fall Play ! 
Purpose: to get $1000 to send to the 
Shakespea re Theater in Strat fo rd-on-
Avon. 
F riday night, December 9 : Floor, 
$1.00; Balcony, 75 cents. 
Saturday night , December 10: F loor, 
$1.50; Balcony, $1.00. 
T I CKETS will be on sale a t the E l 
Table a ll clay Monday and Tuesday, 
December 5 a nd 6. 
~o orders fo r t ickets taken. 
A bsolutely no undergraduate a dmit-
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LES'l~ '1\/E FORGE"!~ 
Those who wish us to work on their hair previous to the Christmas 
Holidays will please reserve time early and not be disappointed, as 
many were at Thanksgiving. 
JOHN P. LOGAN 
40 Central Street Wellesley 0017-J 
Ankles look so slender 
m ll IE (G -- IETT IE S 
most striking innovation · 
in years 
T EG-ETTES are the smart col-
LI legian's way of protecting 
ankles in stormy weat,her . . . 
of s a v in g shee r hos e from 
splashes of mud. 
They are made of closely-
woven jersey, t o give fashion-
able trimness and slimness . And 
the patented H ook.less Fast -
ener means t hat t hey pull on 
and off as easily and spee<lily 
as your stockings do. 
The felt tongue keeps 
metal from t ouching the 
stocki ng . . . . The Hook-
l es s F a tener n eve r 
break , jams nor rusts . 
.. . T he snap buckle ad· 
justs t he fit over rubbers 
or to any weight shoe. 
T an, oxford, heather-
brown. ~izes 4, 5, 6, 7. 
R egular sizes and sli m. 
Miss P ATSY R u TH MILLER, the 
.frw1011s F. B . 0 . motion pi.cture 
star. completes her sports costume 
with L eg-ettes 
For Sale at 
Filene's Wellesley Shop 
IL IE (G -- IE TT IE 
(Patc uled) 
iIOWLET1 & HOCKMEYER CO., Sole Selhng A gents, ~l~ Fifth Avenue, New York City 
